openQA Tests - action #43787

[network] test fails in before_test
14/11/2018 10:57 am - lnussel

Status: Resolved
Priority: High
Assignee: asmorodskyi
Category: Bugs in existing tests
Target version: Difficulty:

Start date: 14/11/2018
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-15.1-DVD-x86_64-wicked_basic_sut@64bit fails in before_test

Looks like this test was added to Leap recently. Why do we need it?

Reproducible

Fails since (at least) Build 347.2

Expected result

Last good: (unknown) (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 14/11/2018 12:09 pm - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in before_test to [network] test fails in before_test
- Assignee set to asmorodskyi
- Priority changed from Normal to High

#2 - 14/11/2018 12:13 pm - asmorodskyi
- Status changed from New to In Progress

#3 - 14/11/2018 12:14 pm - asmorodskyi
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

it was just because wicked_basic_ref was missing, already add it to job group. and https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/795728 proves that it will help